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Chamonix Spacer Washer
Installation Instructions

Lights that require wiring in:

Safety Information

1. It is recommended that this fitting is installed by a qualified electrician.
2. The fitting should be fitted in accordance with current UK Buildings and Wiring Regulations.
3. Before attempting installation or maintenance, ensure the power is switched off at the mains power switch. Ensure other
persons cannot restore the electricity supply without your knowledge.
4. If in doubt, please consult a qualified electrician.
5. To avoid damage to concealed wiring during installation, establish the direction of the supply cable before drilling fixing holes.
6. This fitting should be fitted to a lighting supply with a protected 5-amp fuse or equivalent circuit breaker.
7. Always be sure to use the correct type and wattage of bulb as indicated on the fitting (and stated above).
8. Do not exceed the maximum wattage stated on the fitting.
9. Using the incorrect bulb or wattage may cause damage to the light and therefore void the warranty.
10. When changing the bulb, ensure the mains power supply is switched off and allow the old bulb to cool before handling.
Dispose of bulbs carefully.
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1. Remove the 2 side fixing springs
2. Remove 2 small Philips screws and metal bracket holding the terminal connector block
3. Using a sharp thin knife (stanley blade etc.) very carefully remove the existing
intumescent ring and discard it
4. Clean away and residual material of the intumescent ring from the lip of the main body
5. Slide over the new spacer washer so it sits nice and flat against the lip making sure that
the red intumescent ring is facing upwards towards the surface of the ceiling
6. Replace the metal bracket holding the terminal connector block
7. Replace the 2 side fixing springs making sure both are fitted correctly with the smaller
inner spring facing downwards below the larger main parts of the spring
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